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ABSTRACT 
An expression for the generalized inverse of a sum with radical element in a ring 
with unity is generalized to the case of a sum q + 7, in an additive category B, of a 
morphism cp with a reflexive Von Neumann regular inverse q(““) and a morphism g 
of B which is such that 1, + q~(‘.~) 71 is invertible. Also, if k? is an additive category 
with an involution *, cp a morphism with Moore-Penrose inverse qot, and 17 such 
that 1, + (~~7, 1, - A = 1, - (1, + (ptq)-‘(lx - qtq)q*pt*(lx + v*q+*)-‘, and 
1, - CL = 1, - (1, + (pt*q*)-“pt*v*(ly - qxp+Xl, + qcp+)-’ are invertible, then 
cp + 77 - (1, - w+)q(l, + (p+q)-‘(lx - (p+(p) h as a Moore-Penrose inverse, given 
by (1, - h)-‘(l, + (ptv>-’ cp’(l, - p)-‘. Relations with results of Wynn, Roth, and 
Nashed are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [12] R. Puystjens and the present author gave a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence in a ring R with identity of a Von Neumann 
regular inverse for a + j, where a is a Von Neumann regular element of R 
and j is an element of the Jacobson radical. The same problem was solved for 
the Moore-Penrose inverse in the ring R with involution. In this paper these 
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results are generalized (Propositions I and 2>, and it is shown that the 
following results follow from them: 
(1) Theorems of P. Wynn on the Moore-Penrose inverse of formal power 
series C, b a T,, z ” with T, E M, x ,(C> for all 1/ > 0 [or T, E M, x .(@> for all 
v >, O]. His results can be generalized from these series with vector valued 
coefficients to arbitrary power series C, 2, o T, z ’ with T, E M, x,(c> for all 
v > 0. 
(2) A condition of Baksalary and Kala on the existence of a solution of the 
matrix equation AX - YB = C and an equivalence condition similar to a 
theorem of Roth. 
(3) Expressions for the least squares solutions of the equation AX - 
YB = C (over a=>. 
(4) Results of Z. Nashed for perturbed matrices A + T,, where A E 
M,, x ,,(@I and <TJp E N is a sequence of matrices Tp E M, x.(C), for all 
p E N, such that limp_+z Tp = 0. 
A categorial setting (cf. [13]) is used to bring these properties together. 
DEFINITIONS. Suppose F is an additive category, and * an involution on 
F. Let cp : X + Y be a morphism of G?. A morphism x : Y + X of %’ is 
called an (i&inverse for cp if x satisfies the ith Penrose condition, where the 
four Penrose conditions are: 
(1) (Px(P = cp> 
(2) x(Px = X> 
(3) (pox>* = (px, 
(4) (X’p)* = X(p. 
x : Y -+ X is called an (i, j)-inuerse if it satisfies the ith and jth Penrose 
conditions, etc. The set of all (i)-inverses for cp is denoted by q(i), and an 
arbitrary element of this set by cp (i). A (l&inverse is called a Von Neumann 
regular inverse (for short, vN regular). If a morphism x : Y + X exists such 
that all four equations are satisfied, it is unique and is called the Moore-Penrose 
inverse cp’ of cp (for short, MP inverse). 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We note that if cp is Von Neumann regular, then cp(‘)q@) is a (I, 2>- 
inverse of cp. Hence, if a morphism p admits a (l&inverse, we may as well 
immediately consider a (1,2)-inverse. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let @ be an additive category. Suppose that cp : X + Y 
is a vN regular morphism of @? (let q (I, ‘) . Y -+ X be any (1,2)-inverse of cp) 
and that 7 : X -+ Y is a morphism of FI such that 1, + cp(‘.‘)r] is invertible; 
let E denote (1, - (prp(‘~‘))~(lx + ~(~.~)v)-~(l~ - ‘p(l.‘)cp). Then: 
(i> cp + 77 - t‘ is always vN regular, all its (I, 2)-inverses being qf the 
f O?Tl 
(lx + cp (1,2)$1 cp (1*2) + (lx + cp (1.2)q)-1(l,x - (p)+i 
+ Y(ly - (p(p”‘“‘)(l, + q’p”.e,)-l - (lx + p(ul))-‘(l,y - p(l.“)p) 
x[e + y - q(p + 7/)y](ly - c+xy’)(ly + 7@y 
with 6, y E Ej’. 
(ii) lf r E (cp + 77x1) then 7 E ~(1). 
Proof. Note that if 1, + cp”.“‘q is invertible, ly + q(p(‘.“’ is invertible 
too: take (ly + 7q1 (lx2))-’ = 1, - ~(1, + (P(~.~)~)-~~(‘.~). To improve legi- 
bility, let cx denote (1, + rp(‘.“‘q)-‘, and /3 denote (I,, + qcp(‘,‘))-‘. It 
follows that 
cp (1,2), = Qp) = 0, 
(i): We show that CY~(‘,‘) E [ cp i- 77 - c](l). The first Penrose equation 
is satisfied: 
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The second Penrose equation is checked similarly: 
(Y’p(l*Q[ p + 17 - E]c+2) 
= a4$‘.2)~“Co (1>2) + curp(‘.2)77~y40 (1>2) - () 
= acpw)rp(p(1.2)p + cY~P(1.2)rla(Pw)= aV(1’2)( p + 77”‘p(1.2)) 
= ,+w( p + p7&W) = aVo(‘.2)p(l, + +2)) 
= (y(+$‘.2)* 
Thus ,@2) is a particular (1,2)-inverse of q + q - E. The general expres- 
sion for (cp + 77 - ~)(l,~) is obtained by a formula given in [3]. 
(ii): If 7 E (rp + v)(l) then [ cp + T]T[ cp + q] = cp + 77, or 
[( 1, + 7)‘p(1’2))qJ + ?(l, - ip2)q)] 
‘7’ [ ‘p(1, + qD(‘22)T) + (ly - pp2))~] 
= cp(l, + cp (ly2)T)) + (ly - qxp2))~. 
Multiplying on the right by (~(1~ - (P(~,~)P) yields 
[( 1, + r/+ )p + $1, - ‘p(l4$7)] * 7’ (ly - cpcp(~‘2))~cr(l* - @2)‘p) 
= (ly - ~p40(1~2))r)(Y(l, - $w(p), 
or 
N 1, + 77P))(p + $1, - ‘P(1’2++7E = E. 
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Multiplication on the left by (1, - +~ocp (1,2’)P reduces the equation to 
(1, - (p(p”‘2’)p~(1~ - Cp(“2)(p)7& = (1, - (p(p(1’2))/3~ or 67~ = (ly - 
cprp(1729p&. But (1, - (p(9(1’2))/k = (1, - (p(p”‘2’)(l, - p,@‘Q = 
(I., - d1,2% = E; thus T E ~(1). ??
PROPOSITION 2. Let iF be an additive catego y with an involution *. 
Suppose that q : X + Y is a morphism of %? with MP inverse qt : Y -+ X 
(with respect to the involution *) and that 77 : X + Y is a morphism of SF? 
such that 1, + (ptq is invertible. Let E, A, and p denote: 
(1Y - w+)77(1, + rp+v)-l(l, - cp+cp>, 
(lx + cp+q)-l(l, - 50+P)77*(p+*(l, + 77*(p+*)-l 
and 
(ly + v+*T?*)-lP+*q*(ly - w+)(l, + r)P+)-l, 
respectively. lf 1, - A and 1, - p are invertible, then cp + 77 - E 
has an MP inverse with respect to the involution *; it is the morphism 
(1, - hY’(l, + (p+7$1 p+(l, - p)-1. 
Proof. Write (Y = (1, + (ptv)-’ and /3 = (ly + v(P+)-‘. We note that 
Pb + 77 - 4 = P *9+*77*(1, - w+)P[cp + 77 - 4 
= P*P+*v*[(ly - cp9+p7px - cp+cp> - c] = 0. 
Hence (ly - p)-‘[cp + 77 - E] = p + 77 - E, and in the same way [cp + 
7) - &I& - A)-’ = cp + r/ - E. 
In order to show that (1, - h>-bcpt(l, - p)-l is the MP inverse 
of cp + q - E, we start by checking the fourth Penrose equation: 
((1, - h)-‘a(p+(l, - p)-l[p + 77 - cl)* 
= (1, - h)-‘cycp+(ly - &,ip + rl- 81, 
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or by the above property, 
((lx - A)-lcwcp+[p + 77 - &I)” = (1, - A)-kp+[q + v- &I, 
To prove the equivalent 
((1, - A)-‘w+[q + 771)* = (1, - A)-lw+[cp + 171, 
we shall show that c~p’(q + n)(Ix - A*) = (Ix - AXrp + nl*(~+*o*: 
w+(cp + TJ)(~, - A*) = [lx - a(l, - v+v)]& - A*) 
= 1, - A* - a(1, - cp+cp) + +, - (P++* 
= 1, - cycp+n(l, - cp+(p)o* - c$, - cp+pcp> 
+ a(lx - (P++~++, - v++* 
= 1, - a(p+?$* - qJ++* - a(lx - p’p) 
= 1, - (I* - (p++* + a(1, - (p+(p)(Y* 
- a@, - cp+cp)T 
and analogously for (1, - A)( cp + q)*(p+*cr *. The remaining Penrose condi- 
tions (I, 2,3) are also verified by direct computation. ??
Similar theorems can be formulated for other generalized inverses (for 
the group inverse, see [12]; in [7] related theorems were given for the Drazin 
inverse as well). 
3. MATRICES OVER RINGS 
Consider the category of matrices over a ring R with unity and Jacobson 
radical rad R. The following is a direct generalization of Propositions 1 and 2 
of [12]: 
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PROPOSITION 3. 
6) Suppose A E M,,. .(R) is UN regular (Let A”,“’ E M, X,,L(R) be any 
(1,2)-inverse of A), J E M,,,x ,,(rad R), and let E denote 
(l,, - AA”.“)J(l,, + A”.‘)J)-‘(l,, - A”.“A). 
Z’hen 
E = O,nxn if and only if A + J is r;N regular. 
(ii) Suppose A E M,, ,, (R) has an MI’ inueme A’, J E M,, ,,(rad R). 
and let E ’ denote (I,, - AA+)J(l,, + Atj)-‘(ln - AtA>. Then 
&’ = %Xn if and only if A + ] has an MP inverse. 
Proof. (i): The matrices 1, + A(‘.“)J and l,, + JA”‘“’ are invertible. 
since A”,“)J E M,, .(rad R) = rad M, X.(R) and JA(1,2) E M,, x.,(rad R) = 
rad M m x .,( RI N ow if E = O,,.,,, then A + J is vN regular by Proposition 
l(i). Conversely, if A + J is vN regular, then by Proposition l(G), E also has 
a vN regular inverse, say 5. From E[E = E it follows that (1 - E< )E = O,,,. ,j. 
But ~5 E M,, x ,,,(rad R) = rad M,,, x,,,(R). Thus 1 - EJ is invertible and 
E = O,,,Xn. 
(ii): Again, the invertibility conditions of Proposition 3 may be dropped, 
because J is a matrix over the Jacobson radical. m 
As an application, we prove P. Wynn’s theorems on the MP inverse of a 
vector with formal power series entries. Wynn (see [14]) considered the 
formal power series p{T, I z) = C, >, (, T,, z ‘, with T, EM, .,,(a=) and the invo- 
lution * defined by (p{T, 1 z)>* = C, L ,) (TV)+= “, with (TV)+ the complex 
conjugate transpose of TV. 
such a p{T,, I z) d 
He remarked that in general the MP inverse of 
oes not always exist, and investigated the particular cases in 
which m = 1 (or n = 1) and T,, # 0. 
Writing p{T, I z} = T,, + J with J = E, ~, TV z “, Proposition 3 provides 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the MP inverse of an arbitrary formal 
power series with m x n complex matrix coefficients to exist, and also an 
expression for this generalized inverse. The cases considered by \Vynn are 
now easily derived in the particular situations of row or columm matrices. 
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Indeed, the necessary and sufficient condition of Proposition 3 becomes 
(1 - T,T,J)(l + c 7yq1 c T/(1 - T,tT,) = 0. (Y) 
V>l Vbl 
Now if I’, # 0, then 
(1) m = 1 implies that 7’2 = I’~(T,,T,+)-’ and thus 1 - T,TJ = 0; 
(2) n = 1 implies that Tot = (TJ T,)-‘Tz and thus 1 - TJT, = 0. 
In both cases, at least one factor in the expression (39 is zero, ensuring in 
these cases the existence of the MP inverse. 
4. THE MATRIX EQUATION AX - YB = C 
In this section we discuss the existence of vN regular inverses for certain 
block matrices and their relation to the solution of the matrix equation 
AX - YB = C. Define T,, r, s + n as the set of matrices 
A C ir II o B A E%,ss(fi),B EWx,,(fi), and C E&,x,, (R)] 
over a ring R. Proposition 1 can be applied by considering a sum 
and supposing A and B have vN regular inverses A(‘, 2, and B(‘, 2? The 
(q + 7 - e&morphism that was considered will now correspond to 
(1 - AA”~2’)C(1 - B”,“B) 
Combined with some well-known methods (see [5] and [6]), it yields: 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose A and B have vN regular inverses A”, 2, and 
B(‘, 2! Then: 
(i) The matrix 
I 
A C - (1 - AA”*2’)C(1 - B(‘,“B) 
0 B 1 
always has a vN regular inverse in T,, n,m+r. 
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(ii) Matrices X E M nlx .,(fi) and Y E M, x ,,(R) exist such that 
Ax - YB = c - (1 - AA(‘J))C( 1 - B’1%3). 
(iii> Matrices P E T,,,, r ,,, +,. and Q E T,,, s+n exist such that 
A C - (I - AA”.“)C(I - B(~,“B) _ A 0 
0 B I-‘[0 BIQ’ 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose A and B have vN regular inverses A(1,2) and 
B(‘.‘). Then the following are equivalent: 
(0) (1 - AA”~“‘)C(l - B”s2’B) = 0. 
6) t 
[ 1 z has a vN regular inverse in l’,, n, nL+ ,.. 
(ii) Matrices X E M,,,,.,(R) and Y E M, x.(R) exist such that AX - 
YB = C. 
(iii) Invertible P E T,,,, r, “, + 1‘ and Q E T, + n, ,~ + n exist such that 
Proof. (iii) * (i) because if 
then 
and it belongs to the given category of upper block triangular matrices. W 
Condition (0) was obtained by Baksalary and Kala for matrices over the 
complexes (see [ 11). 
In particular, if B = 0, Proposition 4 implies that the equation 
Ax = c - (1 - A&/p”‘)C or &y = h”>2’C 
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has always a solution, and from Corollary 5 it follows that the equation 
AX = C has a solution if and only if (1 - AA(‘, 2))C = 0 or C = AA(‘s2)C. 
These properties are well known. They provide an additional motivation for 
subtracting the e-term, as was done in Propositions I and 4. 
As an application we focus on Roth’s equivalence theorem. Roth consid- 
ered matrices over a field and formulated a remarkable property of the 
equation AX - YB = C. It has been shown (see [5]> that his theorem is also 
true for matrices over various classes of unitary rings R: 
ROTH'S EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. If A E M,,,.(R) and B E M, x .( R), R 
a given ring, then there exist matrices X E M,, “CR) and Y E M, x ,( R) such 
thatAX-YB=Cifandonly$ 
[;9 ii] and [;: ;I 
are equivalent. 
R. E. Hartwig showed that the theorem does not hold over a ring R with 
elements a, b such that ba = 1 # ab. He considered the 1 X 1 matrices 
A = [a], B = [O], and C = [l - abl over such a ring R. Then AX - YB = C 
has no solution, but 
are equivalent over Mzx 2(R). 
In Corollary 5, the ring over which the matrices were considered was 
arbitrary. Yet, there was a condition on the matrices A and B (the vN 
regularity). In Hartwig’s example, A and B satisfy this condition. An easy 
choice is A(1,2) = [b], B(1,2) = [O]. Then (1 - AA”,2’)C(1 - B”,2’B) = 
[l - ub] z 0. Thus, Ax - YB = C has no solution. 
Note that in this case, 
are not equivalent over T,, 1, 1 + 1. Thus condition (iii) of the corollary is not 
completely identical to the condition of Roth’s theorem. 
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5 LEAST SQUARES SOLUTIONS t.. 
In the remaining sections, we shall only consider matrices over the 
complexes. If F is any complex matrix, then tr F*F = llFl[ defines a norm. By 
a least squares solution of an equation AX - YB = C over @, we shall mean 
matrices X and Y that make the expression 11 AX - YB - C 11 minimal (cf. 
11151). 
From Proposition 4 it is known that the E-term of Proposition 1 [e.g. the 
expression E = (Iy - (P~“‘~))~(I,~ + (~(~,~)r))-‘(l,~ - (p”.“(p)] corresponds 
to (1 - AA”~2’)C(1 - B(1,2’B) if the equation AX - YB = C is considered. 
Using the norm (I I], an interpretation for this E-term can be given. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A E M,,.,(C), B E M,x,,(c), C E M,, x,,(@>. Then 
the least squares solutions of the equation 
AX-YB=C (1) 
are the exact solutions of the equation 
AX - YB = C - (1 - AA+)C(l - B’B). (2) 
Proof. In both cases, we shall prove that the general expressions 
for X and Y are X = AtC - AtHBtB + (1 - AtA)W and Y = -CBt + 
AAtCBt - AAtHBt + V(1 - BBt) with V and W arbitrary and H such that 
AA+HB+B = AA+H. 
As in [ll], 
IIAx-YB-cII=(\A(x-A+C-A+YB)-(I-AA+)(c+YB)(\ 
=\IA(X-A+C-A+YB)() +()(I-AA+)(c+YB)\( 
=/A(X-A+C-A+YB)(I+))(l-AA+)(CB++Y)B 
+(l - AA+)C(l - B+B)I) 
+[I(1 - AA+)C(l - B+B)jl. 
Thus IlAX - YB - C)]willbeminimaliff I]A(X - A’C - A+YB)(Iand I[(1 - 
AAtXCBt + Y )Bll are zero. The general solution YB of (1 - AAtXCBt + 
Y)B = 0 or (1 - AA+)[YB] = -(l - AAt)CBtB always exists and is 
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given by 
YB = -(l - AA+)CB+B + AA+H (3) 
for arbitrary H. This e uation 
9 
has a solution Y iff [-(1 - AAt)CBtB + 
AAtH]BtB = -(l -AA )CB’B + AAtH or AAtHBtB = AAtH. Thus (3) 
has the general solution Y = - (1 - AAt)CBt + AAtHBt + V(1 - BBt) for 
arbitrary V. The general solution of A(X - AtC - AtYB) = 0 or, with the 
value of Y that was already obtained, of AX = AAtC + AAtHBtB always 
exists : X = AtC + AtHBtB + (1 - A+A)W. Thus the least squares solutions 
have the desired form. 
If X and Y are solutions of (2>, then 
IIAX - YB - Cl1 = I](1 - AA+)C(l - B+B)iI 
has the minimum value and hence X and Y have the desired form. ??
6. CONTINUITY OF VON NEUMANN REGULAR INVERSES 
If a matrix U E M,, “(Ce) is invertible, and the sequence <TP>pEN of 
matrices Tp E M, x .(@> is such that limp ~ + m Tp = 0, then limp -t +_ (U + 
Tp)-’ = U-l. VN regular inverses do not enjoy this continuity property (see 
[4], [8], and [9]>. Indeed, let A E M,,,(c); then A(‘) is not necessarily 
unique. This yields a particular kind of problem : take for example 
A=[: i], Tp=[i :].and 
(A + Tp)(‘) = [ $ (,:)‘I (p E No); 
then lim 
take 
p ~ +_ Tp = 0 but (A + T?)(l) does not converge. However, if we 
(A + Tp)(l) = 
p 0 
[ 1 p + 1 (P .= WI), 0 0 
then (A + Tp)(l) converges to a cl)-inverse of A. 
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It is however possible to describe (1,2)-inverses of a perturbed matrix 
A + Tp that converge to some (1,2)-inverse of A: 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose A, Tp E M,, x,1(@) ( p E N), and 
lim I,++rTp = 0. 
There exists a sequence (Upjp E N of matrices tJF’ E M,,,x,,(C) such that 
each Up is a (1,2)-inverse (A + T[,)(l,‘) of A + TI,, for all p E N, and 
lim p _ + n; Up is a (1,2)-inverse of A, 
if and only if 
(1 - AA(‘,2))T,(1 + A(‘~2)Tp)-1(l - A o~2’A) = 0 for all sujjkiently large p 
E FV and some A(l,“) E A(l, 2). 
If, in that case, (BP), E N and (C,>, E N are arbitrary sequences of m X II 
matrices converging to matrices B and C respectively, the expression 
1 + A”,2)T p)-l A(1.2) + (1 + A’+)-’ 
x(1 - A(l,‘)A)I$ + C,(l + TpA(1,2’)-‘(l - AA(‘,‘)) 
-( 1 + A”.2’T,)-1(l _ &‘,%A) 
x[BP+cP- P B (A + T,&](l - AA”.2’)(1 + T#l~“)~’ 
provides a sequence converging to some (1,2)-inverse of A. 
Proof. If limp _ += (A + Tj,)(1.2) = A(“,“’ for some A(l,“) of A. then 
(A + Tp)(1,2) = A(132) + [(A + Tp)(l,‘) _ A(1.211 = A(‘,“) + S,, with 
lim p,+,Sp=O.Sincelimp,+, Tp = 0, p can be taken sufficiently large to 
ensure the invertibility of 1 + A”, “)Tp. 
Write .sp = (1 - AA(lz”))Tp(l + A (“2)Tp>-1(l - A(‘,2’A). Thus by Propo- 
sition 1, A(1,2) + S, E ~~(1); for E ( Ao ‘) + Sp),zI1 = c!,, whence Ed, S, .cc~’ = 
cp. Now p can again be taken suf&iently large to ensure the invertibility of 
1 - E&,. But (1 - E$$,)E~~ = 0; thus cp = 0. ??
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Using Proposition 7 for 
[(BP), E N and (Cplp EN are arbitrary converging sequences of 2 X 2 matrices] 
yields 
P 
5!P 
(A + Tp)(1’2) = 
P+l 
1 1 b P+l ’ b 3P 3P - czp P 
where (b,,), E N and (c2p)p E N are arbitrary converging sequences of scalars. 
This expression determines (1,2)-inverses of A + Tp converging to some 
(1,2)-inverse of A. 
7. CONTINUITY OF THE MP INVERSE 
Let A E M,, “(C> b e a matrix with MP inverse At, and (TPjPE N a 
sequence of matrices Tp E M, x .(C> such that limp _ + 33 Tp = 0. Even for the 
uniquely defined MP inverse the continuity property [limp -t + m (A + Tp)’ = 
At] may fail to hold. For example, if 
1 
i 1 1 -1 - 0 P ’ and (A + T,)’ = p I 1 -1 I+& 0 0 P 
(P E &I), 
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then A and A + Tp have (unique) MP inverses with respect to 
the conjugate-transpose involution, but lim n ~ + 3. (A + Tp)+ does not even 
exist. Penrose (see [lo]> has formulated a necessary and sufficient condition in 
relation to this problem:If lim,,+,(A + T,) =A then lim,,+,(A + 
T{,),>’ = At if and only if rank(A + TV) = rank A for sufficiently large 
T’ E N. 
A similar statement can be formulated without using the rank of the 
matrices involved: 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose A, Tp E M,,,.,,(C) ( p E N), and lim 1’ ~ + z T;, 
:= 0. Let At denote the MP inverse of A with respect to the conjugate 
transpose involution +. Zf 
(A + r,)* = (1 - L)-‘(1 + AtT,,)-’ A’(1 - M--l, 
where 
L = (1 + AtTp)-‘(1 - Ati4)T;A++(1 + ‘:A++)-‘, 
M = (1 + A++T;)plA++T;(l - AAt)(l + T,,A+)-‘, 
then the following are equivalent: 
(a> lim pi +,(A + Tp)+ = A+. 
6) (1 - AA+)T,(l + AtTp)-l(l - A’A) = 0 for sufficiently large p E N. 
(c) ( A + TP>” = ( A + Tpjt for suflciently large p E N. 
For any A and Tp E M,,.,,(C) with lim,, ~ +r Tp = 0, the above 
matrix ( A + Tp)’ can be formed for sufficiently large p, and of course 
lim p ~ += (A + Tp)’ = At. Thus, (A + T,)’ can be considered as a tnodi- 
jed generalized inverse for A + Tp. Z. Nashed (see 181) introduced a similar 
definition, and as a justification he pointed out that his modified generalized 
inverse coincided with the MP inverse if A + Tr, AtA = (A + T,> AtA was 
considered instead of A + Tp. Here also we have that (A + Tr, AtA)’ = 
(A + T,, AtA)+. Indeed 
(1 - AA+)(l + TpA+AA+)-lTpA+A(l - A+A) = 0. 
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This modified generalized inverse can be used to obtain iterative formulas to 
compute the MP inverse of a matrix. In particular, if conditions are imposed 
such that L = 0 = M, then (A + Tr)’ = (1 + A+T,)-‘At as in the results of 
Nashed (see [12]) and Ben-Israel (see [2]). 
EXAMPLE. If, as above, A = : 
(A + T,)@ = 
These expressions are different, and this agrees with the fact that 
(1 - AA+)T,(l + A+T,>-‘(1 - AtA) # 0. Thus limp, +m (A + Tp>+ f At, 
but of course, lim p ~ + m (A + Tr)@ = At is still valid. 
i], TV = [‘z i], then 
(2 + l/P)2 2 + J_ 
2 P 
P 1 # (A + Tp)+ 
The author would like to thank a referee for improving not only the style 
but also the content of the present paper. 
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